
The Magical Power of Public Speaking
To Grow Your Business

Emotional Intelligence: The Key To
Connection

How Great Storytelling Drives Success in
Business and Life

Alan Samuel Cohen is an international speaker,
Executive, Team and Public Speaking Coach, and author.
As a human connection and emotional intelligence
expert, he speaks about the power of connection in
business. Among his notable achievements, Alan led the
publicity team responsible for the launch of the  Harry
Potter book series, which is the subject of his Ted X talk
on “The Magical Power of Shared Purpose." 

Alan inspires audiences with ideas to help audiences be
better communicators and connectors. He is the author
of "The Connection Challenge: How Executives Create
Power and Possibility in the Age of Distraction." His
workshop topics include: “Share Your Story, Change The
World,” which teaches the power of storytelling in
business, and “The Emotionally Intelligent Leader."

“Our lives and careers are a rapid-fire series of choices, events, relationships,
missteps, and questions. It’s the best connect-the-dots puzzle ever. Life, Career,
and Relationships are all in the dots. Business is all in the dots. Connections
and connecting are everything.”

TRANSFORM YOUR ORGANIZATION THROUGH THE POWERTRANSFORM YOUR ORGANIZATION THROUGH THE POWER
OF CONNECTION AND STORYTELLING:OF CONNECTION AND STORYTELLING:

SPEAKING TOPICS

“Our attendees absolutely
loved Alan’s conversational
tone and it was the perfect
message to be delivered.
 He is one of those
presenters attendees just
love to listen to!”

“Alan is a dynamic speaker
and seasoned
communications expert…
captivating, engaging, and
can really motivate an
audience.”

“Alan was highly
engaging, informative,
and entertaining. He
is a great speaker and
a pleasure to
collaborate with.”
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- ALAN SAMUEL COHEN, THE CONNECTION CHALLENGE™ 

VIEW SPEAKING REEL

Additional reels and videos
available upon request 

WATCH TEDX TALK:
The Magical Power of Shared Purpose
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ALUMNI ENGAGEMENT,
CONNECTICUT COLLEGE
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Alan lives in Miami, Florida, with his spouse and their adorable Wheaten Terrier puppy,
Bentley. He loves to paint, draw, travel and binge-watch thrillers on cable television. 

 For speaking inquiries, please contact: alan@alansamuelcohen.com, or call 646-489-4989 

“We hired Alan Cohen as
one of our speakers, and
the audience loved it. I
would recommend hiring
Alan Cohen for your next
event.”

HENRY DEVRIES
CHAIR, INSTITUTE OF
MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS
USA CONFERENCE

https://youtu.be/uJ3YQe7qMio
https://www.ted.com/talks/alan_samuel_cohen_the_magical_power_of_shared_purpose
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZVMagm7IbOM
mailto:alan@alansamuelcohen.com

